Road detection is a focus of research in the field of remote sensing image analysis. This task is normally difficult due to the complexity of the data, which are heterogeneous in appearance with large intra-class and lower inter-class variations that frequently lead to large numbers of gaps and errors in road extraction. In this paper, a novel road detection method is proposed that combines a multiscale deep residual convolution neural network (MDRCNN) with postprocessing. The MDRCNN is used to obtain road areas more accurately and quickly. Multiscale convolution, which provides greater accuracy, is used to acquire the hierarchical features of different dimensions. The residual connections and global average pooling are introduced to improve the efficiency of the network in the process of backpropagation and forward propagation, respectively. In the postprocessing stage, the centerline of the road can be obtained based on the road area. Geometric constraints and mathematical morphological refinement as well as leaf-to-leaf connection are used to obtain the road line. Rectangular buffer analysis and a sector descriptor tracking connection are subsequently used to improve the integrity and accuracy of the road. We experimented on two datasets with different resolutions and different scenes. Compared with other neural network methods, our method is better at connecting road fractures and eliminating errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Road information is required by a wide range of applications in urban planning, traffic management, emergency management and automatic vehicle navigation. Extracting roads from high-resolution remote sensing images is an effective way to update road information. High-resolution optical remote sensing images can clearly represent the geometric features of roads and provide detailed texture information, which provides a sufficient and favorable basis for extracting road target features. Consequently, many scholars have conducted numerous studies on extracting roads from remote sensing images. According to differences in research perspectives, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lian Feng. the existing methods can be divided into two categories: (1) Traditional methods. Based on an artificial point of view, the traditional methods are designed through empirical accumulation to express the concept of road. Then, a corresponding feature extraction model is created for road recognition and extraction. Common features include geometric, spectral texture, topological and background features [1] - [3] . Typical methods of using these features include the objectoriented method [2] , [3] , path morphology [4] - [7] , the template matching method [8] - [11] , the dynamic contour model [12] - [15] and the level set model [16] , [17] . In paper [2] and [3] , they use geometric and spectral features of roads to extract road areas. However, both of them need to ensure that the reflectance spectra of the road surface are uniform and consistent, and the geometric characteristics of VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the road surface are obvious and regular. In document [5] , a self-defined direction morphological operation is used to enhance the road area, and then a method similar to region growth is used to segment the enhanced image. However, this method cannot be flexibly applied to narrow and large curvature roads. In a word, due to scene changes and differences in imaging mechanisms, automatic road extraction still remains at the theoretical research and verification stage; thus, there is no universal and practical algorithm and system for automatic road extraction [18] . (2) Deep learning methods. Based on data opinion mining, this method takes full advantage of the powerful generalization ability and extremely high stability of deep learning methods, and the fitting ability of arbitrary functions [19] , [20] , effectively avoiding the shortcomings of traditional methods. According to road image samples provided in advance, the machine automatically extracts the high-level abstract features of the road image and uses a discriminant function to predict the probability values of the image at the pixel level to explore the internal relationships of the road image [19] - [26] . Although deep learning methods have the advantages of generalization and automation, they are still difficult to optimize to improve their ability to acquire image information. For instance, Zhang et al. [25] introduced residual units into the U-Net network, which reduced the computational complexity and improved the segmentation results, and Sherrah [27] fine-tuned the weight of Ima-geNet [28] and then used a fully connected layer (FCL) instead of a convolutional layer and a subsampling layer in an FCN to extract the road area. However, using a large number of FCLs may reduce network training efficiency. Saito et al. [29] used convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to simultaneously detect roads and buildings by improving a Softmax function (the channel-wise inhibited Softmax function). Compared with traditional methods, the deep learning methods greatly improved the automation, compatibility and accuracy of road extraction. However, it is necessary to reduce the feature map parameters during the forward propagation process, which causes a gradual decrease in the resolution of the feature layer, limiting the expressive ability of high-level semantic information. As a result, there are still many erroneous extractions and road fault zones in extracted features when processing images with strong spatial heterogeneity.
To solve the problems discussed above, according to road characteristics, such as: long lines, obvious edge information on both sides of the road, more uniform spectral information within the road, etc., we designed a method that combines a multiscale deep residual convolution neural network (MDRCNN) with postprocessing, which is divided into two stages. In the first stage, we utilize the MDRCNN network to extract roads. The network consists of multiscale convolutions (MC), residual connections (RC) and global average pooling (GAP). By obtaining features of images in different receptive fields, the MC is mainly used to reduce the information loss of the feature layers and extract advanced semantic information. RC and GAP are mainly responsible for improving the training efficiency of the network: RC focuses on improving the efficiency of backpropagation, and GAP is responsible for reducing the input data of the FCLs. In the second stage, we use postprocessing to eliminate false extractions and improve road integrity. First, we use geometric constraints, mathematical morphological refinement and the leaf-intermediate-junction method to remove a large number of misextracted road areas. Second, we improve road integrity by using rectangular buffer analysis and sector descriptors to connect the broken areas.
This study makes the following two main contributions:
1) A road area extraction method based on MDRCNN is proposed for high-resolution remote sensing images. 2) A new method of road tracking method, sector descriptor, based on a neural network is developed that can connect fault zones.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section is organized as follows. First, we introduce the proposed framework, including the network structure and its basic units. Second, we describe the postprocessing procedure in detail.
A. THE STRUCTURE OF THE MULTISCALE DEEP RESIDUAL CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK
A deep convolution neural network (DCNN) is one of the most common types of deep learning networks. A DCNN can encode spectral and spatial information without requiring any complicated preprocessing of the input image. Each functional framework is usually composed of different basic units, such as convolution (classical convolution [29] , expansion convolution [30] , separation convolution [31] ), nonlinear transformation (ReLU, Sigmoid, Softmax, etc.), pooling (global mean pooling, maximum pooling and mean pooling), dropout, BN algorithm and concatenation units. To obtain the high-level semantic information of images, the network first generates the primary features of objects by matrix operations between the receptive fields of each convolution kernel and the corresponding weights. These features are mainly described by characteristics of the original pixels (such as spectral characteristics); then, the original pixel features can be transformed into more abstract semantic information using multilayer convolution and nonlinear transformation processing. Simultaneously, the DCNN has strong generalization ability [32] because the primary features and semantic information are not affected by factors such as geometric changes and contrast. Based on the advantages of DCNNs and inspired by Google Net Inception V1 [33] and ResNet [34] , we propose a patch-to-patch MDRCNN model [35] . As shown in figure 1 (detailed parameters of the network model will be introduced later), the network improvements involve MC, RC and GAP. Used to acquire hierarchical features generated by different receptive fields, MC extracts high-level semantic information to enhance the ability to recognize different objects. RC can avoid the overfitting problem caused by the large number of parameters after MC and improve the speed of backpropagation. GAP is used to replace part of the fully connected layer and reduce the amount of input data before the FCL.
1) MULTISCALE CONVOLUTION
One problem that occurs during forward propagation in a CNN is that the low resolution of the feature map cannot be avoided due to the use of pooling layers. Especially when dealing with road features, because the road itself is slender, the reduction of resolution will greatly affect the expression of abstract features for feature maps covering fewer roads. Moreover, the use of abundant single-size convolution kernels is also prone to result in filter coadaptation, which leads to road misextractions and fractures [36] . However, both of these problems can be solved using MC, which reduces the loss of spectral and texture information that occurs during propagation [37] . In the MC learning process, larger-sized convolution kernels have larger receptive fields in the feature maps and thus obtain smoother features than do smaller-sized convolution kernels. In contrast, the smallersized convolution kernels grasp detailed information better, which enhances the discrimination of different terrain boundaries and compensates for the disadvantages of the largersized convolution kernels. That is, through the interaction of multiscale convolution, it can accomplish the weight distribution of land objects. In summary, MC learning supports applying different image environments to local recognition decision-making, allowing the inherent rules and essential features of data to be mined at different scales, which provides a good basis for predicting potential target categories. In the fourth part of this paper, we discuss the influence of the size of MC on the accuracy of road extraction.
As shown in figure 2 , MC is used for a given training sample to improve the details of the target image. In figure 2, X 1 -X 3 (the same size as the input image) represent a filtered image with three different convolution kernels, θ s represents the initial parameters in the network model, and all parameters in the convolutional network can be shared across all the scales, namely,
where θ s is the initial parameter of the model. For an S-scale CNN consisting of L stages (the number of rectangular with dotted lines), the formula is as follows (this formula applies to all convolution operations):
where Pool represents the max pooling function; ReLU represents the activation function; the BN function is batch normal; W L represents the weight matrix of the L th stage; H L−1 represents the output of the L − 1 th stage; and b L is the bias item in the convolution kernel. The updating of the training parameter θ s is accomplished by W L and b L . The computational output between the hidden stages l is expressed as follows: To generate a three-dimensional feature matrix F, called a multiscale scene-level hierarchical image descriptor, the output feature maps are mixed together by the S-scale convolution neural network. The descriptor is concatenated as follows:
2) RESIDUAL CONNECTION
The network obtains rich semantic information from MC, but this inevitably leads to a sharp increase in computational complexity [36] . Hence, to improve the efficiency of network training, RC is used to solve problems that can occur during deep network training such as the vanishing gradient problem or becoming trapped in a local minimum, and it improves the process of searching for the optimal value in the deep network model [34] . The internal transfer mode of RC is shown in figure 3 , where Con represents convolution operation, and DCP represents maximum pooling followed by two convolution operations. During forward propagation, RC maps x to the next layer through F(x) and simultaneously maps x to the same place, which is equivalent to adding an identical mapping branch of input data to the structure of the original single-branch model, i.e., a short connection. To some extent, this method also solves the problem of information loss. Backpropagation is an important stage in which the gradient may disappear. As shown in figure 3 , when the gradient value is input from the bottom, it is returned directly through line 2 instead of through line 1. This process of replacement facilitates network optimization and faster convergence. Therefore, RC is the key to eliminating the vanishing gradient problem in deep networks.
3) GLOBAL AVERAGE POOLING
As shown in figure 4, by performing equal-dimensional averaging pooling on a feature map, which is the beginning of an FCL, GAP transforms the feature to a more abstract and advanced one-dimensional feature point, which contributes to the objectives of simplifying redundant data, maintaining the stability of spatial transformation, and avoiding overfitting [38] . In the FCL processing of classical CNNs, each neuron is fully connected with all the neurons in the preceding layer, and the feature model is built step by step with the help of the extraction results generated by multilayer convolution kernels. Ultimately, the feature is strengthened by the activation function so that the local information that can help discriminate between categories can be obtained. However, during forward propagation (without an FCL), due to the limitation of the convolution kernel step and size, the high degree of overlap between adjacent image blocks inevitably produces a large number of redundant features. The addition of MC learning leads to the exponential growth of redundant data when convolution kernels are used for feature modeling. Therefore, it is necessary to use GAP to reduce the parameters. As shown in figure 4 , one-dimensional feature points can be directly output from the feature maps that are in any dimension by GAP. Then, by refitting these points, FCL accomplishes pixel-level classification with the assistance of the activation function.
B. POSTPROCESSING
After extracting features from multilayer convolution, the neural network algorithm can abstract a large number of primary features (i.e., spectral features and category attribution) into accurate semantic information, i.e., high accuracy of road results. However, in some areas, the extraction effect is not ideal, and the problem of road false extraction and missing extraction still exists. Therefore, based on the road extraction results of the neural network algorithm, we summarize the types of road error extraction and missing extraction:
1) Error extraction includes the following types: a) Other ground objects. The features are not connected with other extracted road networks, and the length and area are not consistent with the actual road geometry; b) Neighborhood ground objects. Due to the similarity or the same radiation characteristics between the road and the adjacent buildings, the neighborhood area of the road is easy to be mistakenly identified as the road; c) Burr ground objects. Generally, the same road has the same or similar width, but the width of the road obtained by the neural network shows the characteristics of unevenness, that is, the extraction of terrain slightly exceeds the range of the road edge, making it present a burr state.
2) The missing extraction mainly includes: a) Adjacent missing extraction. There are missing extractions of road on either or both sides, which are adjacent to the existing road; b) Non-adjacent missing extraction. There is no topological connection with the extracted road; c) Road holes. The holes in the extracted road. That is, there are holes in the extraction road area.
For the types of road false extraction and missing extraction, we propose the following postprocessing methods (as shown in figure 6 ). First, geometric constraints are used to remove other ground objects with small area; second, the mathematical morphology refinement method is used to solve the road-holes problem, and the leaf-intermediatejunction method is used to determine the end point of the road; Then, in order to solve the problem of adjacent missing extraction (i.e., the road fracture zone below), on the one hand, we use the rectangular buffer to connect; on the other hand, we use sector descriptors tracking to connect; finally, we delete the other ground objects with the large area that fails to realize tracking connection through length constraint and topology analysis.
1) GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINTS
To eliminate interference from other ground objects with small area, we use an area threshold as an important geometric constraint to delete these regions. A road is usually represented as a typical artificial ground object with a relatively large area, while the incorrectly extraction areas are relatively small because of the strong interference of local features in the image. In the Massachusetts dataset, the probability of false extraction is low because the spectral differences between road and nonroad objects are strong; thus, the area threshold is set to 305. In contrast, in the Gao-fen-2 (GF-2) dataset, the probability of false extraction is high because the spectral differences between road and nonroad objects are weak; thus, the area threshold is set to 1,315.
2) MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGICAL REFINEMENT
The thinning algorithm is a common method for obtaining linear skeleton information from planar regions. However, using this method directly causes a false edge problem (as shown in figure 6 ). The main reason for this problem is that there are road holes and boundary noise (Neighborhood ground objects and Burr ground objects) in the road extracted by the MDRCNN. These cause serious interference in the refinement algorithm based on edge point deletion. Therefore, we first use a morphological closing operation (i.e., expansion before corrosion) [42] to fill the holes and smooth the road boundaries. However, when using morphological operations, the sizes and shapes of structural elements directly determine the refinement precision [42] . In view of the narrow geometric characteristics of the road, we choose a rectangle as the expansion structural element to fill internal holes. Second, considering the irregularity of the road boundary, we consider an elliptic structure as a corrosion structural element to smooth the road boundary. Because the spatial resolution of the Massachusetts dataset is different from that of the GF-2 dataset, the sizes of the structured element sets for different images also differ. Relatively, the size of the structured elements set in the Massachusetts dataset is smaller than that of the structured elements set in the GF-2 dataset. Finally, the widely used thinning algorithm [43] is applied to refine the road area.
3) LEAF-INTERMEDIATE-JUNCTION METHOD
To further improve the accuracy of the road ends, we use the leaf-intermediate-junction method [44] to remove redundant burrs (figure 7). The basic idea is that the number of neigh borhood pixels N ij = 1 in the eight neighborhoods is used as the starting point of the chain code (as shown in figure 8 (a) by the red points); then, tracking is conducted on this basis until N ij ≥ 3. In figure 7 , the intermediate chain code of N ij = 2 is marked in blue, and the end point of the chain code of N ij ≥ 3 is marked in pink. 
4) RECTANGULAR BUFFER CONNECTION
To reduce adjacent missing extraction and improve the road connectivity, we directly determine that the road fracture length satisfies L break < L car . Because the lengths of large vehicles are generally more than 12 meters, the lengths of vehicles corresponding to different resolutions should be:
During rectangular buffer analysis, the pixels with N ij = 1 are identified as breaking points (starting points) E start in the road network obtained at ''1) geometric constraints''; then, the end points E end are marked until they trace back to the next bifurcation point (N ij ≥ 3) or another endpoint (N ij = 1). The angle (θ ) of this road line can be calculated by E end and E start . Based on the above parameters, a rectangular buffer Z with a length of 10 pixels and a width of 4 pixels is created in the Massachusetts image. The corresponding GF-2 image is 14 pixels in length and 4 pixels in width. If road pixels exist in the buffer area, they are connected directly ( figure 8 (a) ). Assuming two points exist in both buffer areas, their Euclidean distance is Len. The points should be connected if Len < 1.0 ( figure 8 (b) ).
5) SECTOR DESCRIPTOR TRACKING
To further solve the problem of the road fault zone, according to the idea of road interior texture homogeneity and the difference between road and nonroad objects, a sector descriptor is constructed through the combination of seven triangles to complete the tracking connection of the road fault zone. In the process of building this sector descriptor, we recognize the road width automatically from the binary image and use this width as the tracking radius of the sector descriptor. The steps for building sector descriptors are as follows (figure 9): Template matching is a common way to extract road seed points. Template matching takes seed points as the starting point and completes the tracking of road seed points by iteration. Common tracking methods include iterative interpolation [45] , [46] and bidirectional iteration [3] , [47] . Although the bidirectional iterative tracking method only needs two adjacent points as input, which shows its advantages of convenience and rapidity, it is difficult to control the tracking direction effectively in the tracking process, and road misextraction problems occur easily. Therefore, we choose the iterative interpolation method for matching tracking. By tracking from the road gaps (N ij = 1) and setting the number of iterations (generally set to 15), the road gap zone connection is realized. The specific steps are as follows: a) Calculate the difference between the road direction and θ i ; then, delete the triangle with the largest difference. b) According to the strong homogeneity of the texture inside the road, the three triangles in which the gray mean difference and the gradient sum are largest are removed. Consequently, two stable triangles are retained. c) Choose one of the two points as the best road point, which has a significant gray difference in any side of the road and a minimum difference between the direction of road and θ i . In this way, the sector descriptor is used to determine the tracking direction and the best road point until iteration completes.
III. RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted a large number of experiments on two sets of remote sensing image datasets. First, we present the experimental comparison between the MDRCNN and the other three CNN architectures. Then, to test the performance of the postprocessing method, we compare the results of MDRCNN-Plus (MDRCNN and postprocessing) with the MDRCNN. In this section, we introduce the datasets, evaluation indicators and experimental analysis in detail. 
A. DATASET DESCRIPTIONS 1) MASSACHUSETTS DATASET
Covering more than 2,600 km 2 of Massachusetts, the dataset includes both urban and rural areas and is from Mnih [48] . The size of each RGB image is 1500 × 1500 pixels, and the spatial resolution is approximately 1 m. As shown in figure 10 , there are small inter-class gaps (e.g., buildings and roads) and large intra-class gaps (e.g., road wear, vegetation occlusion) in rural images. Compared with rural image, urban image has more complex spectral information and road network structure, such as vehicle occlusion, road grade difference, etc. The dataset we used includes 1,108 training sets (corresponding binary images are also included), 49 test sets and 30 validation sets. To avoid class imbalance and inadequate boundary learning, we readjusted the applied image size ( Table 1) . There are 2,416 groups of 96 × 96-pixel images for training, 90 groups of 608 × 608-pixel images for testing, and 483 groups of 96 × 96-pixel images for verification. 
2) GF-2 DATASET
We use the pan-share algorithm [49] to fuse the dataset into high-resolution color images because the GF-2 satellite provides low-resolution multispectral images and highresolution panchromatic images. The satellite parameters are shown in Table 2 . Our GF-2 dataset includes rural and urban areas, mainly covering Shenyang, China, with an area of 317.465 km 2 . Photoshop software is used to delineate road areas. The original image size is 24750 * 20042 pixels with a spatial resolution of 0.8 m. As shown in figure 11, compared with Massachusetts data set, the road network structure of GF-2 data set is relatively sparse, but the interference factors are more complex. There are slight vehicle occlusion and heavy shadow occlusion in rural images. The dense vehicles, shadows of buildings and small spectral differences between buildings and roads in urban images cause serious interference to road extraction. As shown in Table 1 , we split the training set into 4,320 sets of 96 × 96-pixel images, 90 sets of 608 × 608-pixel images and 864 sets of 96 × 96-pixel images.
3) DATA AUGMENTATION
Large numbers of training samples with high quality are required to construct network models with high performance application capabilities. At present, the capacity of a standard road dataset cannot absolutely meet the data needs of the network. In the case of insufficient target samples, one solution is to use transfer learning, in which large-scale images are trained, and then fine-tune the network using the image to be trained to extract image features; another solution is to process and transform the sample image to expand the number of training samples [39] . The datasets used for transfer learning mainly include scenes from daily life, which are quite different from the road features of remote sensing images, resulting in a poor fine-tuning effect; therefore, we adopted the data augmentation approach. First, the data are expanded by multiangle rotation (90 • , 180 • , and 270 • ) and mirror mapping (horizontal and vertical images). Second, to avoid inadequate learning of the image boundary features during the convolution operations, we cropped the expanded image (1,536 × 1,536) to a size of 96 × 96 because a larger size reduces the utilization rate of samples in rural images with sparse roads. Finally, with the aim of improving the class imbalance (road and nonroad areas), we calculated the proportion of positive and negative samples according to the ground truth of the training samples. If the ratio gap was too large, we used the oversampling method [40] , setting the step to 2 pixels to detect whether an area is a road area to balance the positive and negative sample proportions. After dataset expansion, the amount of training data was expanded at least 6 times.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) OPTIMAL ALGORITHM CONFIGURATIONS
During network training, sufficient computational resources and a large number of training data are needed; however, reasonable super parameters and effective optimization algorithms are also needed. Therefore, we adopted the Adam optimization algorithm [41] , the cross-entropy loss function and the sigmoid activation function to train the network. Among these selections, the Adam optimization algorithm can dynamically adjust the learning rate of each parameter by first and second moment gradient estimation. The sigmoid function is suitable for the second classification problem in this paper. The gradient remains in a high gradient state, which does not affect the convergence speed of the network when the cross-entropy loss function approaches the real value. In figure 12 , the training of the two groups of data begins to stabilize at approximately 12 epochs; thus, the number of epochs is set to 20. The learning rate is set to 0.001; the exponential attenuation rate of the first moment estimation is 0.9; and the attenuation rate of the second moment estimation is 0.999. All of these parameters refer to the recommendations of [41] . Other parameters are set to default values. In addition, due to limited computing resources, we set the batch size to 32.
2) TRAINING ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION
The module of the MDRCNN is a patch-to-patch architecture, and the training patch is 400 × 400 × 3. All experiments in this paper were performed on the deep learning framework Keras using the TensorFlow backend. The proposed method is implemented using a PC with two NVIDIA GTX 1070i and 16 GB of onboard memory.
3) EVALUATION METRICS
In our experiment, two methods are used to evaluate the quantitative performance. The first method uses semantic segmentation to evaluate the area of the planar road and calculates the precision, recall rate, F1-score and intersection over union (IOU). Among these parameters,
where TP (true positive) denotes the correct extraction of roads; TN (true negative) represents the correct extraction of nonroads; FP (false positive) denotes the incorrect extraction of roads; FN (false negative) denotes misdetected roads.
The second method involves the evaluation of the road line. From the classical road extraction method, the study in [50] , [51] uses road completeness, correctness and quality as indicators. Although the above two sets of evaluation indicators have some similarities, when faced with different problems, their intuitive explanations differ:
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we conducted experiments on urban and rural areas with the two selected datasets. Our proposed network uses MC to obtain the hierarchical features at different dimensions simultaneously and then uses RC to transfer the feature information directly to the deeper layers of the network. These are combined with GAP to simplify the parameters of the MDRCNN and improve the training efficiency and performance of the network. Compared with a CNN [48] , U-Net [52] and GL-Dense-U-Net [53] , MDRCNN shows good performance. Among these networks, the CNN mainly uses a single-scale convolutional core with a 3 × 3 standard and constructs a shallow neural network through multiple convolution operations. Although U-Net is mainly used for medical image segmentation, it can also be used for road segmentation in remote sensing images because medical images have structures similar to road targets. U-Net achieves image features by transferring features with different levels directly to the upper sampling layer. GL-Dense-U-Net is an upgrade of the U-Net network with added DensNet-blocks [53] and GAP. To enrich the acquired feature information, a DensNet-block replaces the traditional convolution process. Meanwhile, GAP transfers part of the information of the initial image to the upsampling process. Ultimately, the networks achieve road extraction. Table 3 shows the parameter settings of four network structures. These are combined with GAP to simplify the parameters of the MDRCNN and improve the training efficiency and performance of the network. Compared with a CNN [48] , U-Net [52] and GL-Dense-U-Net [53] , MDRCNN shows good performance. Among these networks, the CNN mainly uses a single-scale convolutional core with a 3 × 3 standard and constructs a shallow neural network through multiple convolution operations. Although U-Net is mainly used for medical image segmentation, it can also be used for road segmentation in remote sensing images because medical images have structures similar to road targets. U-Net achieves image features by transferring features with different levels directly to the upper sampling layer. GL-Dense-U-Net is an upgrade of the U-Net network with added DensNet-blocks [53] and GAP.
To enrich the acquired feature information, a DensNet-block replaces the traditional convolution process. Meanwhile, GAP transfers part of the information of the initial image to the upsampling process. Ultimately, the networks achieve road extraction. Table 3 shows the parameter settings of four network structures.
1) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR MASSACHUSETTS
In this comparative experiment, we selected both urban and rural images of Massachusetts and compared our network with three other networks. The results show that the three selected networks are suitable for road extraction from remote sensing images ( figure 13) . Combined with the evaluation index of Table 3 , U-Net has a better detection effect than the CNN in rural areas. However, for the urban images with increased road complexity, the CNN results are better than those of U-Net. This result occurs because U-Net does not involve a multidimensional range of object perception and has a downsampling reduction factor of 32, resulting in a minimum feature map size of 32 × 32 pixels, which is not suitable for extracting road pixels from remote sensing images. Compared with U-Net, the F1 score of GL-Dense-U-Net increases by approximately 3 percentage points on the urban images, which shows that enriching the network's feature information effectively improves network performance. Disturbances are caused by complex terrain environments (figure 14 yellow box) and include high spectral similarity between rural roads and nonroads, severe occlusions of shadows and greenery on urban roads, and the influence of buildings. To grasp more detailed information, we use MC to acquire multidimensional features with different perceptual domains in the same region. Then, these advanced features are transmitted to a deeper layer of the network by RC to extract abstract semantic information. However, GL-Dense-U-Net is limited by the upsampling reduction ratio. The minimum feature map is 16 × 16 pixels; thus, some areas with strong spatial heterogeneity cannot be accurately identified. The evaluation index of the MDRCNN is lower than that of GL-Dense-U-Net only regarding recall. In contrast, the other evaluation indexes of the MDRCNN exceed those of the other networks. These results occur because GL-Dense-U-Net inaccurately detects road boundaries, often acquiring boundaries that are larger than real road widths (figures 13 and 14). Using the recall calculation formula, the recall value is higher when the ratio of correct detection (the white parts) is larger in the real road areas (the white and red parts). Therefore, the recall value alone obviously does not represent the reliability of network performance. However, the F1 value is the weighted harmonic average of precision and recall; thus, the F1 value is convincing when measuring network performance. The F1 value of our network averages 3.3 percentage points above the F1 values of the other network models.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF GF-2 DATASET
In this comparative experiment, we used urban and rural images of Shenyang, China, and compared our network with three other networks. The results show that the MDRCNN achieves a better classification effect than do the other networks for images with blurred boundaries (road and nonroad) ( figure 15 and table 4) . Compared with the Massachusetts dataset, the GF-2 dataset has increased building area regularity, but its interference intensity is higher ( figure 16 , yellow box). For example, roads are not as distinct from nonroads, and there are large differences in road grade. Furthermore, the impacts of buildings and vehicles are greater: these objects may even directly block the road. The CNN achieves a good recognition effect in this group of experiments. Although only a single-size convolution core is used, its F1 value is higher than that of U-Net and GL-Dense-U-Net. The main reason for this result is that the resolutions of U-Net and GL-Dense-U-Net are low in the final feature map; consequently, these two networks cannot accurately recognize images with strong interference. Adding MC, RC and GAP to a CNN, MDRCNN transfers more primary features and advanced semantic information to network training to achieve higher recognition accuracy. Combined with Table 5 , the proposed network has large advantages for road recognition.
It is superior to the other three networks from all aspects, including accuracy, false detection rate and missed detection rate. The F1 value of the MDRCNN exceeds 85%, which is 5.2 percentage points higher on average than those of the other network models.
3) COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL METHOD AND NEURAL NETWORK METHOD
To compare the classification effect of the neural network and traditional algorithms, in this paper, two linear classification methods are used to classify remote sensing images, which are Graph-Based Image Segmentation (GBIS) [54] and Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [56] algorithms. SLIC first calculates the gradient of the pixels to select the superpixel clustering center, and then searches for the pixels with similar color distance within double grid spacing for clustering. Among them, the search area for updating seed points is set to 3 * 3 pixels; the constant of color distance is set to 40; and the number of iterations is 10. Then, we choose the color texture model algorithm [56] to fuse according to the shape and color information of the block area. In the experiment, we set the weight of the shape parameter to 0.1 and the number of categories after merging to 800. GBIS mainly uses the gray distance and adaptive threshold to classify the images processed by a Gaussian filter. The minimum value of the merging area is set to 500, and the similarity merging area is set to 500, and the similarity threshold of each block is set automatically according to the differences within and between classes. According to the segmentation results of the two methods, we compare the color information of each segmentation block with the whole road, and then extract the segmentation block with similar color, as shown in Figure 17 . When dealing with the image of Massachusetts with complex road network structure, they perform poorly, and there are a large number of areas of false extraction and missing extraction; while in the GF2 satellite image with relatively simple road network structure, the rate of missing extraction is significantly reduced, but the rate of false extraction is still high. Through the experimental observation, both can achieve image segmentation by setting appropriate parameters, but the quality of segmentation is uneven and the universality is not good. According to table 6, the performance of each evaluation index is worse than that of neural network. Therefore, it can be concluded that the neural network with strong nonlinear fitting ability is more suitable to solve the problem of remote sensing image classification. Figure 18 shows the road network extracted by MDRCNN and processed by geometric constraints and processed by geometric constraints and mathematical morphological refinement and the leaf-intermediatejunction method. The effect is obvious for the three methods of postprocessing: the erroneously extracted areas (blue part) of the network model are removed to a large extent, and the impacts on the buffer and sector descriptor connections can be effectively VOLUME 7, 2019 reduced. Referring to figure19 and Table 7 , the values of the three evaluation indicators are clearly improved. In particular, among the images with complex road network structures and more fault zones (figure19 (c) and (d)), the MDRCNN-Plus method shows an improvement of 3-7 percentage points, which demonstrates its effectiveness.
4) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF MDRCNN-PLUS
However, for remote sensing images with strong spatial heterogeneity, the application of sector descriptors to connect long fault zones does not achieve complete and accurate recognition. Figure19 shows the results of road connection using sector descriptors. When the gray level difference on the road is large or the gray level of nonroad objects tends to be similar to the road (figure19 green square), it is easy to misjudge a road area as a nonroad area. Similar phenomena, such as occlusion and other factors, cause nonroad areas to be judged as road areas (figure 19 blue box), resulting in misextractions. However, in general, only a few of the above phenomena existed; thus, the proposed sector descriptor tracking method is very helpful for connecting road gaps.
IV. DISCUSSION
The network structure depth and width are highly important when extracting roads from complex high-resolution remote sensing images. Therefore, we propose a network structure that combines MC, RC and GAP. MC is used to acquire multilevel features in different dimensions, and RC and GAP are used to improve the network training efficiency and accuracy. To verify the ability of the network to acquire deep features and its performance, we used the GF-2 dataset to evaluate the performance of networks with only one structure and compared the results with the MDRCNN performance. The evaluation indices are listed in Table 8 . The F1 values of the four networks, GAP, MC, RC and MDRCNN, are 74.16, 78.78, 80.75 and 84.04, respectively. This is evidence that the combined use of the three structures is substantially superior to the sole use of any individual structure. For MC, we finally selected three standard convolution kernels: 5 × 5, 7 × 7 and 9 × 9 (primarily 7 × 7). We used standard convolution kernels of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 (primarily 5 × 5) in the first attempt; however, the experimental results showed that the effect was lower than that of our final selection. This result occurs because the recognition range of 3 × 3 and 7 × 7 convolution cores equates to only 9 m 2 -49 m 2 for images with a 1 m resolution, which is obviously not large enough to cover the entire road (Massachusetts roads are mainly approximately 8 meters). When dealing with features such as shadows and occlusion, 7 × 7, 9 × 9, and 12 × 12 convolution kernels (mainly using 9 × 9) have larger perceptual domains than features, which weakens feature learning. This was confirmed in the experiment. In addition, we also carried out experiments on efficiency improvement. The training time of the MDRCNN neural network was 65,924.689 s, which was only 1/4 the value of the MC training time, 25,044.603 s.
Although our approach improves the performance of the proposed network model for road extraction, problems such as misclassification and unclear road boundaries still need to be considered. Therefore, during postprocessing, we applied geometric constraints and mathematical morphological refinement and inversion to acquire and improve the accuracy of the road lines. Then, based on the homogeneity of road textures and the differences between road and nonroad objects, we used rectangular buffers and sector descriptors to track and connect road gaps. The advantages of the postprocessing methods are obvious; these methods greatly reduced the incorrectly extracted area of the neural network and improved the integrity of the road network. In sector descriptor tracking, we use the self-identifying road width as a search radius, which effectively reduces the degree of manual intervention. Only three epochs were required after testing the number of epochs needed to meet the requirements. However, the combination of various methods inevitably requires some manual participation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel method for extracting road centerlines in high-resolution remote sensing imagery acquired over urban and rural areas is proposed. The method consists of two main stages: MDRCNN and postprocessing. The network model is composed of three main parts: MC and RC and GAP, which together improve the ability to integrate network semantic information and optimize network training efficiency. Compared with other network models, the F1value of the proposed method has been increased by at least 5.6% in rural areas and 4.2% in urban areas. The postprocessing operations mainly include removing erroneous extraction results, connecting road gaps, and performing accurate road centerline correction. The methods include the use of geometric constraints, mathematical morphological refinement, the leafintermediate-junction method, rectangular buffer analysis, sector descriptor tracking, road connectivity analysis and length analysis. After postprocessing, the quality evaluation index of the road line has been improved by 6.2% at most. The main contributions of this study include the definition of a more suitable network structure for road extraction from remote sensing images and the proposal for a new sector descriptor tracking algorithm. For datasets with large differences between two groups, two evaluation indicators were used to validate the planar road area and road lines, which greatly improved the evaluation results.
Although our algorithm is dedicated to the removal of road error extraction and the connection of fault zones, and greatly improves the integrity and recognition accuracy of the road centerline, the postprocessing process reduces the automation of the entire algorithm. We believe that by combining road extraction with more groundbreaking neural networks, the dependence on postprocessing methods or human involvement will be reduced. Therefore, it will be our next research direction to add geometric attributes of ground objects into the network structure to improve the identification accuracy of the network.
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